MIN. THICK PLYWOOD
2" THICK ROOF DECK
300 PSF MIN.
SLOPE DOWN TO CURB

2" X 8" FULL LENGTH ON EACH SIDE

BRACING

HANDRAIL RUNS CONTINUOUS LENGTH ON EITHER OR BOTH SIDES

BACK WALL (WORK AREA)

PROTECTED OPENING(S) OPTIONAL

CURB

IF A STRUCTURAL FLOOR IS INSTALLED THE WALKWAY MUST INCLUDE ADA-COMPLIANT CONTINUOUS RAILINGS AS PER COVERED WALKWAY STANDARDS.

LIGHTS (NOT SHOWN) MUST BE INSTALLED ON EITHER THE ROOF OR BACK WALL IN VANDAL-PROOF FIXTURES 8 FEET MIN. FROM THE FLOOR

COVERED WALKWAY - STREET SIDE VIEW
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Royal HS MPR Renovation Project

Attachment to Addendum No. 2
MIN. THICK PLYWOOD
2" THICK ROOF DECK
300 PSF MIN.
SLOPE DOWN TO CURB

2" X 8" FULL LENGTH ON EACH SIDE

LIGHTS (NOT SHOWN) MUST BE INSTALLED ON EITHER THE ROOF OR BACK WALL IN VANDAL-PROOF FIXTURES AT LEAST 8 FEET FROM THE FLOOR

BACK WALL (WORK AREA)

HANDRAIL RUNS CONTINUOUS LENGTH ON EITHER OR BOTH SIDES

PROTECTED OPENING(S) OPTIONAL

34" TO 36"

8-FT. MIN. CENTRAL BUS. DIST.; 6 FT. MIN. ALL OTHERS

STRUCTURAL FLOOR OR SIDEWALK

IF A STRUCTURAL FLOOR IS INSTALLED WALKWAY MUST INCLUDE ADA-COMPLIANT CONTINUOUS RAILINGS AS PER COVERED WALKWAY STANDARDS

COVERED WALKWAY - SIDEWALK END VIEW

APPROVED BY
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Attachment to Addendum No. 2